Under quite general conditions, the biological response j(G) to a very weak continuous 60-Hz electric or magnetic field G is shown to be proportional to the square of the field strength. This conclusion follows from the continuity of the function j(G) and the first three derivatives ofj(G) with respect to G over the amplitude ofG. 
biological responses to weak 60-Hz fields vary with the square of the field strength. A specific model is used to illustrate characteristic dependencies of biological responses to exposure times.
shipj(G), where dj/dG = jG, d2j/dG2 = jGG, and d~j/dG3 = iGGG are continuous in a small region, a < G < b. Then, for any value of G in that region we can expressj(G) by Taylor The interpretation of some classes of exploratory experiments that address the question of biological effects of weak fields depends on the variable chosen to define those fields. This is especially true of epidemiological studies of health effects of weak 60-Hz magnetic fields. Here, the at-risk groups and control groups have often been classified in terms of the mean fields to which they have been subjected (1) (2) (3) . Also, in the analysis of some data (1), weight has been placed on what has been purported to be evidence of a do,-response variation that is roughly linear in the field strength. If the salient variable were the energy density, proportional to the square of the field, both the classification of subjects and the dose-response variation would be changed considerably. Indeed, the proper design of such a study may depend critically on the variable chosen to describe the exposure. The choice of field strength as the proper variable to parameterize possible biological effects of weak 60-Hz electromagnetic fields seems to have been made by default with no guidance from biophysical models. I argue here that if there are any biological effects of such fields, they should be expected to be proportional to the square of the field strength-which is proportional to the energy density of the field. The bases for the argument are fundamentally simple. For any biological response that varies sufficiently smoothly with the field, that response can be expressed as the sum of a term that is linear and a term that is quadratic with the field for a sufficiently small field. The mean response over time to the linear term must be 0-the effect of the positive excursions will be canceled by the negative excursions-and the time-average response will then vary with the square of the field where there is no cancellation. I then show that thermal noise smooths responses that would otherwise vary discontinuously with field strength.
Taylor's Theorem
We consider that we can describe the biological response to a weak electric or magnetic field G by a functional relation- [2] where jG andjGO are evaluated at G = 0. Then, writing G = Gocoswt, where, typically, w = 2ir x 60 and taking the time average i(G)=JC94 g [3] and the response is proportional to the square of the field strength as we have postulated.
The suppression of the first term upon averaging over time follows from the oscillatory form of G = Gocosot. One might ask if a secondary biological response k(j) to the primary response j(G) might not be nonlinear in i-perhaps k(j) X Iy and the overall linearity with G would be returned.
But the general argument holds for k(G) also, and Im must vary quadratically with G independent ofthe complexity ofthe biology for sufficiently small values of G. In detail, ifjim) is small, I ocj.
The time-average operation implies that we are considering responses j that are limited by natural time constants longer than 1/60th of a second. For many plausible mechanisms, biological effects on whole organisms will be proportional to the integral of the square of the field strength-over time.
Time Rates of Change
For completeness, we address biological effects that may depend on both the field and the rate of change of the field. Since changing magnetic fields induce electric fields through Faraday's law, and changing electric fields induce magnetic fields through Ampere's law, such completeness is formally justified, although at frequencies as low as 60 Hz the electric and magnetic fields can generally be considered separately.
However, we can describe changing fields more completely by a generalization of Eq. Taking, again, G = Gocoscet, upon taking a time average, the first three terms at the right of Eq. 4 drop out and both of the remaining terms vary with the square of the field strength G; hence, the results of the previous section are preserved.
The higher time derivatives of G vary with time as G or G; hence, any dependence ofthe responsej on those factors can be subsumed into the functional dependencies of G and do not affect matters.
Continuity ofj(G)
Eq. 1 is useful only if the function j and its derivatives are continuous over the interval a -b and if that interval is sufficiently large. We first address the continuity issue.
Electric Fields. There are plausible models of the biological response,j(G), to the field G that are not mathematically well behaved in the sense required for the validity of Eq. 1. For example, we consider a biological response to the electric field j(E) such that for E < E', j(E) = 0 and for E > E', j(E) = jo, [5] where jo is a constant. Physically, this could be a representation of a molecular current, j(E), through a gate in the cell membrane where E is the electric field strength in the tissue near the cell. For fields less than E', the gate is closed and no current flows; for fields greater than E', the gate is open and a current, jo, passes through the gate; the current jo(E) is discontinuous at E = E'. Models of such an opening of a gate in the membrane through a configuration change in a gate protein in the membrane induced by an electric field in the membrane have been discussed (4 An AO 1 + e-w/kT jout =1An = JO + e-w /kT [7] If there is a change in the gate energy dw = wop -w = ED generated by the field, the net currentj(E) = jin -jout that will flow will be a continuous function of dw even as the probability of the gate being open will be a continuous function of dw.
It is interesting to carry this reasoning further by applying it to a relatively realistic model. We take dw = ED, where D = qrd is a characteristic transition dipole moment of a gate membrane protein written here as the product of a characteristic charge, q < 10e, and a characteristic length, rd. The effective field in the membrane Emem Erceii/dmem, where rceau is the cell radius, dmcm is the membrane thickness, and E is the electric field in the tissue about the cell. Hence, dw/kT -E/g, where g = (kT/qrcn) x (dmcm/rd) and dmm/rd -1.
With some algebraic manipulation for E << g (or dw << kT) and wop >> kT, the net current j(E) is j(E) = jin -jout = jd(eE 1) where e-woplkT id =1o 1 + e &ww/kT' [8] and the discontinuity has been removed and j(E) is analytic in E.
For smaller values of w0p, the functional relation j(E) is more complicated but is still analytic:
where A = exp(-wop/kT) and a = 1 -A/(1 + A) and f3 = 1 -3A/(1 + A) + 2A2/(1 + A)2.
In the absence of noise-e.g., T = 0 -jd = O-no current will flow; the transition is driven by noise in a manner that is similar to processes described ( Then, for large systems, such as cells, containing secured magnetosomes, Eqs. 8-10 also hold taking g = (kT/n) X wT.
Expansion Scale Factors
ances, the electric fields from electric blankets ofthe order of 200 V/m may induce similar electric fields in the body. Since such fields are very small compared to g = 250 mV/m (Eo/g < 10-4), we can expect that the representation of Eq. 3 will hold for such fields.
Magnetic Fields. If a 60-Hz magnetic field, B, affects biology through the torque applied through the field to an element with a magnetic moment, ,u, that torque will be L = (B x ,u) and the interaction energy will be w = (B x ;L).
Assuming an orientation that maximizes the energy, w = Bpm where Bo0coswt.
Since the earth's field Be is 50 ,uT, a much smaller 60-Hz magnetic field can be significant biologically only through its oscillatory character. The moments p, of atoms, molecules, and nuclei are small and for such elements, g = kT/U > 0.2 T.
However, ferrimagnetic magnetite (Fe3O4) domains have been found in human tissues. For plausible sets of domains bound to cells, such as have been seen in other organisms, the magnetic moments m can be quite large and the natural scale g = kT/p.m < 5 x 10-2 uT can be very small. However, the rotary oscillation of elements carrying magnetite is constrained by dissipative effects so that the rotational energies are appreciably smaller than B,,u for 60-Hz fields (5, (10) (11) (12) .
When the effects of viscosity are considered, the energy transfers will be less than Bp.(T6o/T) and the scale field can be taken conservatively as g = (kT/pm)(T/T6o). Here 'T60 = 1/wand r 6iiv/Beu, where iq is the viscosity of the medium in which the system rotates and v is the volume of the element, taken as approximately a sphere. For a cell ofradius 10 um, in a medium of the viscosity of water, i1 = 7 x 10-4 N s/m2, g 0.06 T (600 G), and Eq. 3 should be valid for fields of the magnitude of Bo = 1 ,uT (10 mG).
Although quasi-free individual magnetosomes have not been observed in cells, we must consider that such systems may exist and affect cell biology. For typical single magnetosomes with magnetic moments, ;, 10-16 Am, g = kT/I 50 uT (500mG). While magnetosomes with larger moments have been observed, the energy transfers are further constrained by the large viscosity of the cellular cytoplasm (13, 14) so that the value of g = 50 uT can be retained.
Variation of Response with Exposure Times
Aside from continuity, Eq. 1 is useful only if the interval ab is sufficiently large. The size of the interval depends on physical factors and can be estimated from the magnitude of the physically defined proper scale factors g, which ideally are chosen so that g = la -bl, where g is then the largest region over which Eq. 1 is valid. The best choice of g will be made differently for electric and magnetic fields. Hence, we consider estimates of g for the two fields separately.
Electric Fields. A natural value of the scale factor g for biological effects of electric fields in the body acting on individual cells will be set by taking g equal to the field that, multiplied by a characteristic length and a characteristic charge, would equal the characteristic thermal energy kT (7).
Hence, g = kT/qrc,: 25 V/m, where rcll = 100 um is the radius of a large cell and q = lOe is a large characteristic charge. It is possible that large aggregates of cells connected electrically through gapjunctions may respond as an entity to electric fields (9) . For such a system with a radius R, g = kT/qR may be an appropriate scale factor. For R = 1 cm, g = 250 mV/m.
The magnetic fields in residential areas from power lines are typically less than Bo = 1 uT (10 mG). Such 60-Hz magnetic fields induce electric fields in the body Eo as large as 0.02 mV/m through the Faraday effect. Among appliWe examine a specific, plausible model of the interaction of the field to gain general insights into the variation of biological responses to exposure times.
In particular, we assume that the imposition of a field G(t) = Go(t)coswt on an organism generates a net current, j, through the cell membrane of some specific molecular species or ion, which varies with the square of the field strength as expressed in Eq. 11. Then, for times significantly greater than 1/w, i = joGog [12] where Jo is a proportionality constant.
The current, acting for time t, will change the equilibrium concentration Q0 of the molecule or ion in the cell cytoplasm by an amount dQ/Qo = A c jt. In the absence of the perturbing field, the system must be held at an equilibrium by homeostatic processes that counter random statistical drifts in the concentrations. We describe that equilibrium process for A << With this model, if Go(t) is generally constant for periods &t > x, the probability of the generation of a malignancy can be expected to vary as P= fP6(t)Go(t)2dt Po ')fG 2(t)dta [16] where P6(t) is an average value of the proportionality constant. If Go(t) changes often in times St : x, P will generally be smaller than the value expressed by Eq. 16 .
The analysis of epidemiological data that considers effects of fields over long periods of time may then be complicated by variations of biological factors with time that may modify any promotions initiated by the fields as well as by latencies in detection. However, any effects can still be expected to be proportional to GO.
Summary
The arguments presented here show that for sufficiently small 60-Hz electric and magnetic fields, any biological effect ofthe fields must vary as the square ofthe field strength. In general, "sufficiently small" is defined as a region no larger than that where thermal noise plays an important role. Unless the range of validity so defined is sufficiently large to be interesting, the argument is empty. In previous work, I have argued that there can be no significant effects from electric fields in the body smaller than 1 mV/m (7) or from magnetic fields smaller than 5 tuT (10) (11) (12) as a consequence of effects of thermal noise. Without abandoning that conclusion, those arguments can be taken as indicating that if there is a biological effect from such small fields, that effect must be small and then proportional to the square ofthe field strength or the equivalent-the effect must be proportional to the field energy density.
For plausible systems, the cumulative probability of the generation of genetic insults that might lead to malignancies is sensibly taken as the time integral of the square ofthe field strength, and such an integral will then be an appropriate measure of exposure.
